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SAFETY & HEALTH EXPO

PRODUCT NEWS

Courage and risk

Low weight respirator
Weighing just 805g, the RPB Z4 is
said to be up to 23% lighter than
other brands of welding/grinding
respirator. It is now available in the
UK to help with meeting new HSE
enforcement expectations for
welding fume.
The Z4 is designed with comfort
as a top priority. Weight is evenly
distributed to the sides of the head,
eliminating top-heavy pressure
points around the forehead and
temples and alleviating strains on

Glasses to fit every size and shape

print driver available.
One system can create all your
signs and labels in 10-year-durable
outside vinyl, complete with
graphics, custom texts and
with more than one colour. Sign
templates are in-built and a GHS
database is integrated into the
system, complete with layouts.
Stand SH 3624
Tel: +31 35 6016941

Focusing on mental health and wellbeing
Occupational mental health and
wellbeing will be the main focus for
SGS at Safety & Health Expo 2019.
“When we think of health and
safety it is usually physical protection
that springs to mind,” says Kate
Breslin, product manager at SGS.
“While this is obviously important, so
too is the psychological wellbeing of
employees.”
SGS will demonstrate how ISO
45001:2018 sets out a framework
that all UK employers can implement
to quickly address issues in this area.
It will highlight how certification can
make a positive difference to how a

fatigue and complacency are normal
states you will face in the working
day; however, what most do not
realise is that this state-to-error risk
pattern is responsible for more than
95% of all injuries.
Eddie and Larry will outline how
organisations can tackle safety pain
points, moving beyond compliance
and reducing common causes of
workplace injuries.
A book signing session follows
their presentation. Stand SH2045.
uk.safestart.com

the neck and upper back.
A flip-up welding visor allows the
wearer to quickly and easily
transition from welding to grinding
without being exposed to harmful
welding fume.
The Z4 has adjustable head
suspension and airflow, optical
clarity, and optional padding. Addons include communications and
lighting accessories.
Stand SH3070.
Tel: 0800 6895031

Labels and
signs
Rebo systems has introduced its
new, multi-colour Kodiak in-house
safety sign system and will be
featuring it at Safety & Health Expo
2019.
The Kodiak has two print heads
for multi-colour printing and can
print from 10 to 20cm wide, giving
fast, single pass printing for
everyday signage, labels, GHS
chemical labels and more.
The stand-alone system has
integrated touch screen and in-built
applications for fast sign and label
production. It can be connected to
a PC, if required, having its own

Can you reduce human error and
eliminate up to 95% of workplace
injuries? Join Eddie the Eagle, former
British Olympic Ski Jumper, and
Larry Wilson, CEO of SafeStart
International, at this year’s SHExpo
for their answer.
The safety duo will address the
topic of courage and risk on
Wednesday 19th June in
the Keynote Theatre from 11.30 –
12:30).
Health & safety managers will
understand that rushing, frustration,

business operates.’
Visitors will also be able to find
out about new courses that the SGS
Academy has developed in
conjunction with Cognoscenti
Business Psychologists. These focus
on three levels – corporate,
management and individual.
Stand SH2082
Tel: 01276 687881

At this year’s Safety & Health Expo,
Bollé Safety will continue to
innovate with the launch of the new
SILEX.
These safety glasses are said to
be extremely comfortable, perform
at every level, are very stylish and
offer exceptional value.
Due to its Bollé Safety patented
160° Flex Technology, the SILEX fits
every size and shape face
perfectly due to its exceptional
design which
gives
absolute
support without any
pressure points, allowing the
wearer to be secure all day long.

Available in clear and a smoke
outdoor version, both come with
colourful bi-material thin sports
temples and a permanent double
sided anti-fog and anti-scratch lens
coating and meet the highest
European standard EN166/170 1FT.
Tel: 0208 391 3194

Courses, discounts and a prize draw
In addition to two new courses that
will be launched at Safety & Health
Expo (18 to 20 June, ExCeL), RRC will
be offering show discounts and
giving visitors to its stand the
chance to win a £1000 training
voucher.
New courses include the NEBOSH
HSE Introduction to Incident
Investigation course, and an IOSH
Managing Occupational Health and
Well-Being course. Visitors will also
be able to see some of RRC’s
projects in development, including
IEMA Online Environmental courses.

Visitors can enter a prize draw for
a chance to win a £1000 training
voucher every day of Expo. The
company will also be offering a
show discount of 20% off all of its
classroom and online courses, and
textbooks until 31st July 2019.

Stand SH1660
Tel: 0208 944 3100

